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Brutal Bloods Make Good on Threat of Retaliation Against NY 
Muslim Patrol

Members of the brutal Bloods street gang viciously beat a Muslim man

outside the Masjid Taqwa mosque in Brooklyn, New York Saturday evening,

according to a mosque member. The beating was seen as retaliation for a

Muslim Community Patrol member roughing up a teenage boy who had

reportedly ―disrespected‖ a Muslim woman several days earlier. The

wounded man, described as ―beaten up real bad,‖ was sent to Kingsbrook

Jewish Medical Center. He told mosque officials the attackers were wearing

the known colors of the Bloods –red and black.

US Public School Teacher Threatens Muslim Girl for Taking Off 
Hijab A teacher in a U.S. public school threatened to ―out‖ her student, a young

Muslim girl, who chose to take off her hijab. The teacher noticed the girl had

removed her hijab and asked her about it after class. She then told the girl she

would tell the girl’s parents. The student, who attends a Massachusetts public

high school, wrote about the December 18 incident on Reddit, a popular social

media site. That a teacher in a U.S. public school would threaten to ―out‖ a

Muslim student to the student’s parents for choosing to remove what the

Air India: After pilots, engineers resigning from national carrier
A day after pilots of Air India (AI) wrote a letter to the Aviation Minister

Hardeep Puri over unpaid salaries, the Aircraft Maintenance Engineers

(AMEs) are resigning from the national carrier over the prevailing

uncertainty on the future of airline as Air India management order stated.

An AI order copy accessed by ANI, states, "It has been observed that an

Air India Engineering Service Limited (AIESL) Aircraft Maintainance

Engineers (AMEs) (permanent as well as recruited through walk-in

interview process) are resigning from the organisation after receiving

aircraft training without completing their stipulated bond period.

China Southern Air Holding sets up 1 billion Yuan cargo company
China Southern Air Holding, the parent of China Southern Airlines , has set

up a cargo company with registered capital of 1 billion Yuan (US$143 million),

as it looks to consolidate its air cargo assets through state-led reforms. The

move from Dec 24 was disclosed by a filing approved on the National

Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System and comes as China prioritizes

implementing mixed ownership reforms to revamp its bloated, debt-ridden

state sector.

student perceived as an oppressive garment is not only a violation of the girl’s right of religious freedom, but

very well might have endangered the girl’s life itself. It is an outrage that something like this could happen in

a U.S. public school.
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Massive car bomb kills at least 79 in Mogadishu
A massive car bomb exploded in a busy area of Mogadishu on Saturday

(Dec 28), leaving at least 79 people dead and scores injured in Somalia's

deadliest attack in two years. At least 16 of those killed were students from

the capital's private Banadir University, who had been travelling on a bus

when the car bomb detonated at a busy intersection southwest of the

Somali capital.

ISIS THREATS LEADING UP TO JULY 4 DEPICT ATTACKS ON NEW 
YORK, WHITE HOUSE
ISIS supporters have featured New York and Washington in threat propaganda leading up to the Fourth of

July — which is not just our Independence Day, but a key caliphate anniversary — that has also included

aviation threats.

Racial bias in facial recognition software
Federal government researchers found evidence of bias against

minorities in facial recognition software as its use is set to expand at

airport security checkpoints. The Transportation Security Administration

and U.S. Customs and Border Protection have been testing facial

recognition technology at airports across the county, expecting it will

become the preferred method to verify a passenger's identity. The

National Institute of Standards and Technology reported this month that

facial recognition software showed a higher rate of incorrect matches

Wishing all viewers a very Happy New Year!

Ask the Captain: Choosing between Airbus and Boeing
John Cox: I am asked this question frequently, it is very hard to answer. I flew

the Boeing 737 for 15 years and the Airbus A320 for six years and thoroughly

enjoyed both of them. Each had their strong points and their not-so strong-

points. The A320 was more comfortable on long flights, due to the larger flight

deck and lack of a control column (it has a side stick). The 737 was the best

airplane I have ever flown in a crosswind. Both are reliable workhorses of our

transportation system. Picking one over the other is like asking me to pick my

favorite child ... I like them both!

Passenger Disrupts British Airways Flight
A British Airways passenger is accused of trying to headbutt a flight

attendant on a trip from Houston to London Heathrow—and this was

AFTER he had broken out of handcuffs after being restrained for

previous disruptions on the flight. According to the Daily Mirror,

William Clegg, 30, was initially handcuffed after climbing over fellow

passengers still in their seats. He then put a T-shirt over the head of

one female flight attendant, and then dragged yet another flight
attendant to the floor. After he broke out of the restraints, a London court heard testimony that Clegg tried to

headbutt another member of the cabin crew.

between two photos for Asian and black people relative to white people. Researchers studied the

performance of 189 algorithms from 99 manufacturers representing most of the industry. Some algorithms

performed better than others, they concluded, meaning that it's likely the industry can correct the problems.
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